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1m3:10km3x2 Geocoded Spatial Transparent Metric
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Geocoded Spatial Transparent Metric
Map the local above and below sea level using 

the 10km3x2 scale



Seeing Spatially 
Game Changers:

Learning to Think Spatially



Dark Metadata

“Reseeing” the local GSTM:
Ten kilometers cube stacked.  

The Geocoded Spatial Transparent Metric

10km3x2

The Geocoded Spatial Transparent Metric might help us remember 
our own history and see dark metadata where we live.  We need 

pragmatic as well as innovative and novel thinking.

Google, ESRI, 
the United Nations Conventions and Treaties , 

Global Science Academies, everyone:  
we need new behavior and 

thus new thinking, new memories and 
thus new tools to map our future.  

We need to navigate the future by mapping 
beyond denial. We need to trust but 

verify treaties using the new global metric:
The Geocoded Spatial Transparent Metric.

 Science and Technology and 
GSTM mapping beginning in Kindergarten

will help us keep our eye on the future, their future.

http://www.au.af.mil/au/awc/awcgate/sandia/pragmatism-right-way-of-thinking_aug2011.pdf
http://www.au.af.mil/au/awc/awcgate/sandia/pragmatism-right-way-of-thinking_aug2011.pdf
http://www.sciencemag.org/content/332/6033/1009.full
http://www.sciencemag.org/content/332/6033/1009.full
http://web.me.com/tamraraven/TamraRaven/Google_GSTM_Pitch_files/Google%2520GSTM.pdf
http://web.me.com/tamraraven/TamraRaven/Google_GSTM_Pitch_files/Google%2520GSTM.pdf
http://web.me.com/tamraraven/TamraRaven/Pitch_GSTM_to_ESRI_files/Pitch%2520GSTM%2520to%2520ESRI.pdf
http://web.me.com/tamraraven/TamraRaven/Pitch_GSTM_to_ESRI_files/Pitch%2520GSTM%2520to%2520ESRI.pdf
http://www.nytimes.com/
http://www.nytimes.com/
http://www.sciencemag.org/content/332/6033/1009.full
http://www.sciencemag.org/content/332/6033/1009.full
http://www.uncsd2012.org/rio20/index.php?page=view&type=510&nr=249&menu=20
http://www.uncsd2012.org/rio20/index.php?page=view&type=510&nr=249&menu=20


Seeing Spatially 
Game Changers:

Learning to Think Spatially

1996 HEU   -   Where is it?

http://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/nepapub/nepa_documents/RedDont/EIS-0240-FEIS-02-1996.pdf
http://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/nepapub/nepa_documents/RedDont/EIS-0240-FEIS-02-1996.pdf


An effective U.N. verification agency would offer a number of advantages:

1 Speed in treaty implementation. If international expertise is available before a treaty is signed, a verification system can be in place when 
most needed-when the treaty is first implemented. A frequently cited example is the International Atomic Energy Agency's safeguards system, 
which was in place before the 1968 Non-Proliferation Treaty was signed; the safeguards system was quickly extended to cover the treaty. 
Similarly, an existing agency could not only hasten treaty implementation, but agency experts might also be able to assist negotiators in 
drafting specific provisions.

2 Cost.An agency that verifies a number of treaties can save costs by sharing many scientific, technical, and administrative resources. Since 
satellite data would be used to verify a number of treaties, the agency could employ a single team of expert image- and photo-interpreters. [3] 
Since verification costs would be spread over a longer time period, an existing agency might also flatten the "funding bubble" that treaties can 
create-the extraordinary costs incurred at the beginning of disarmament, when weapons are destroyed and verification begins. Much of the 
cost of personnel and institutional machinery involved in negotiating and maintaining a new agency for each treaty would also be eliminated.

3 Protection of intelligence gathering. A nation that obtains evidence of a treaty violation or suspicious activity may not wish to reveal its 
intelligence sources, although it may want the matter investigated by an objective body. If a U.N. agency investigated possible acts of 
noncompliance on request, the requesting state would not have to reveal the details of its sources or its "national technical means," such as 
secret satellite monitoring methods.

4 Confidence.The many peace-keeping and peace-making functions entrusted to the United Nations demonstrate that the nations of the world 
have confidence in the impartiality and objectivity of the secretary-general and the U.N. Secretariat. A verification agency would allow nations 
with little experience or expertise to exercise their right to know if other parties to a treaty are in compliance. By involving the United Nations in 
verification, a civilian role would be assured.  from A. Walter Dorn on Arms Control/Bulletin of Atomic Scientists/1990           

A verification agency using the 
Geocoded Spatial Transparent Metric -GSTM- under 
U.N. auspices can be flexible and will make treaties 
and conventions and their implementation quicker,  

cheaper and effective for Earth’s human species and 
biodiversity survival.

Beyond Arms Control...now we need GSTM verification 
for the Earth,  

CBD, CCD, UNCLOS, Montreal Protocol, 
Kyoto Protocol - UNFCCC and all the others like 

1979 the Convention on Long-range Transboundary Air Pollution Transboundary Air Pollution.

http://www.unece.org/env/lrtap/executivebody/welcome.html
http://www.unece.org/env/lrtap/executivebody/welcome.html
http://unece.org/env/lrtap/
http://unece.org/env/lrtap/


http://us.123rf.com/400wm/400/400/azzardo/azzardo0911/azzardo091100106/5880480-the-vitruvian-man-or-so-called-leonardo-s-man-detailed-drawing-invert-version.jpg

Anthropocene

http://us.123rf.com/400wm/400/400/azzardo/azzardo0911/azzardo091100106/5880480-the-vitruvian-man-or-so-called-leonardo-s-man-detailed-drawing-invert-version.jpg
http://us.123rf.com/400wm/400/400/azzardo/azzardo0911/azzardo091100106/5880480-the-vitruvian-man-or-so-called-leonardo-s-man-detailed-drawing-invert-version.jpg
http://web.me.com/tamraraven/TamraRaven/Anthropocene_7_Billion_files/GSTM%2520model%25202-2010%2520-11-2011.pdf
http://web.me.com/tamraraven/TamraRaven/Anthropocene_7_Billion_files/GSTM%2520model%25202-2010%2520-11-2011.pdf


10km3 below sea level

10km3 above sea level

Perceptions of sea level:



GSTM map:  1-Water:air, liquid, solid and 
2-Human Suffering Index  and 

3-Girl Education age ten  
in the new global geography curriculum K12

using the Geocoded Spatial Transparent Metric 
= GSTM is global mapping tool.

What follows is an attempt to show the many 
measuring and counting (data) facets of the 

Geocoded Spatial Transparent Metric.
GSTM begins in Kindergarten.  Age five studies 

the three elements that make the Earth: 
 land, air and water.  

1m3:10km3x2

http://http://www.unicef.org/adolescence/index_57736.html/
http://http://www.unicef.org/adolescence/index_57736.html/
http://web.me.com/tamraraven/TamraRaven/Anthropocene_7_Billion_files/GSTM%2520model%25202-2010%2520-11-2011.pdf
http://web.me.com/tamraraven/TamraRaven/Anthropocene_7_Billion_files/GSTM%2520model%25202-2010%2520-11-2011.pdf


10km3x2=
Published: 

Geocoded Spatial Transparent Metric.  
Globally it is a unique rectangular 

spatial volume.

New global spatial metric published in 2011 by 
World Ecology Report 

http://web.me.com/tamraraven/TamraRaven/Published_Geocoded_Spatial_Transparent_Metric_files/GSTM%2520WER%2520SPRING%25202011.pdf
http://web.me.com/tamraraven/TamraRaven/Published_Geocoded_Spatial_Transparent_Metric_files/GSTM%2520WER%2520SPRING%25202011.pdf
http://web.me.com/tamraraven/TamraRaven/Published_Geocoded_Spatial_Transparent_Metric_files/GSTM%2520WER%2520SPRING%25202011.pdf
http://web.me.com/tamraraven/TamraRaven/Published_Geocoded_Spatial_Transparent_Metric_files/GSTM%2520WER%2520SPRING%25202011.pdf


http://www.ciesin.org/docs/003-001/tab1.gif

Policy

http://www.ciesin.org/docs/003-001/tab1.gif
http://www.ciesin.org/docs/003-001/tab1.gif
http://www.un.org/esa/sustdev/natlinfo/indicators/indisd/english/chapt8e.htm
http://www.un.org/esa/sustdev/natlinfo/indicators/indisd/english/chapt8e.htm


Global Spatial Think:  Human Health, 1400 new Emerging 
Infectious Diseases (EIDs)---data beyond Museums, GSTM Map

http://ehp03.niehs.nih.gov/article/fetchArticle.action?articleURI=info%253Adoi%252F10.1289%252Fehp.112-a32
http://ehp03.niehs.nih.gov/article/fetchArticle.action?articleURI=info%253Adoi%252F10.1289%252Fehp.112-a32
http://ehp03.niehs.nih.gov/article/fetchArticle.action?articleURI=info%253Adoi%252F10.1289%252Fehp.112-a32
http://ehp03.niehs.nih.gov/article/fetchArticle.action?articleURI=info%253Adoi%252F10.1289%252Fehp.112-a32


http://www.earth-policy.org/

National Academy of Sciences in 2006 writes use 
GIS and GPS technology in K12 schools.

  
Anxiety
Stress

http://www.nytimes.com/
http://www.nytimes.com/
http://www.nytimes.com/
http://www.nytimes.com/
http://www.nytimes.com/
http://www.nytimes.com/


geocoded zero: sea level

10km3x2 :  x,y,z,t

Geocoded Spatial Transparent Metric :  GSTM  : 
ten kilometers cubed stacked : spatial volumetric rectangle

Anthropocene

Anthropocene

Friday, September 30, 2011

ocean acidification 

http://www.nytimes.com/
http://www.nytimes.com/


Geocoded Spatial Transparent Metric

GSTM=10km3x2
stacked ten kilometer cubes globally--

http://web.me.com/tamraraven/TamraRaven/GSTM__New_Reference_System.html
http://web.me.com/tamraraven/TamraRaven/GSTM__New_Reference_System.html


Rethinking global education for Sustainable Development: 
think ‘spatial think”, think GSTM K12+4+.GOV +.EDUas 

‘Game Changer”



from NAS2006  ‘Learning to Think Spatially’



http://www.google.com/imgres?q=pH+ocean
+map&hl=en&client=safari&sa=X&rls=en&biw=1263&bih=576&tbs=isz:l&tbm=isch&prmd=ivns&tbnid=dt4MeAg42baqKM:&imgrefurl=http://www.realfuture.org/wordpress/%253Fp

%253D594&docid=k6QLATAc80xa9M&w=1824&h=1032&ei=QVQ2Ts_XLOH9sQK63PnsCg&zoom=1&iact=hc&vpx=514&vpy=295&dur=13358&hovh=169&hovw=299&tx=65&ty=19
2&page=1&tbnh=98&tbnw=173&start=0&ndsp=19&ved=1t:429,r:15,s:0

Dissolved CO2 exists as different species: CO2(aq), HCO3-(aq) and CO3=(aq).

Ocean pH is the dominant control on this speciation,

 itself a function of pCO2:

Net moles CO2 m-2 yr-1

Coccoliths are very small shells of calcium carbonate that encapsulate a number of species 
of alga. Algae plays an important role in the global carbon-oxygen cycle and thus in our 
ecosystem. Our seawater has changed because of our emissions of greenhouse gases.

Ocean pH, primary productivity, chlorophyll (mg/m3)change.

http://www.google.com/imgres?q=pH+ocean+map&hl=en&client=safari&sa=X&rls=en&biw=1263&bih=576&tbs=isz:l&tbm=isch&prmd=ivns&tbnid=dt4MeAg42baqKM:&imgrefurl=http://www.realfuture.org/wordpress/%253Fp%253D594&docid=k6QLATAc80xa9M&w=1824&h=1032&ei=QVQ2Ts_XLOH9sQK63PnsCg&zoom=1&iact=hc&vpx=514&vpy=295&dur=13358&hovh=169&hovw=299&tx=65&ty=192&page=1&tbnh=98&tbnw=173&start=0&ndsp=19&ved=1t:429,r:15,s:0
http://www.google.com/imgres?q=pH+ocean+map&hl=en&client=safari&sa=X&rls=en&biw=1263&bih=576&tbs=isz:l&tbm=isch&prmd=ivns&tbnid=dt4MeAg42baqKM:&imgrefurl=http://www.realfuture.org/wordpress/%253Fp%253D594&docid=k6QLATAc80xa9M&w=1824&h=1032&ei=QVQ2Ts_XLOH9sQK63PnsCg&zoom=1&iact=hc&vpx=514&vpy=295&dur=13358&hovh=169&hovw=299&tx=65&ty=192&page=1&tbnh=98&tbnw=173&start=0&ndsp=19&ved=1t:429,r:15,s:0
http://www.google.com/imgres?q=pH+ocean+map&hl=en&client=safari&sa=X&rls=en&biw=1263&bih=576&tbs=isz:l&tbm=isch&prmd=ivns&tbnid=dt4MeAg42baqKM:&imgrefurl=http://www.realfuture.org/wordpress/%253Fp%253D594&docid=k6QLATAc80xa9M&w=1824&h=1032&ei=QVQ2Ts_XLOH9sQK63PnsCg&zoom=1&iact=hc&vpx=514&vpy=295&dur=13358&hovh=169&hovw=299&tx=65&ty=192&page=1&tbnh=98&tbnw=173&start=0&ndsp=19&ved=1t:429,r:15,s:0
http://www.google.com/imgres?q=pH+ocean+map&hl=en&client=safari&sa=X&rls=en&biw=1263&bih=576&tbs=isz:l&tbm=isch&prmd=ivns&tbnid=dt4MeAg42baqKM:&imgrefurl=http://www.realfuture.org/wordpress/%253Fp%253D594&docid=k6QLATAc80xa9M&w=1824&h=1032&ei=QVQ2Ts_XLOH9sQK63PnsCg&zoom=1&iact=hc&vpx=514&vpy=295&dur=13358&hovh=169&hovw=299&tx=65&ty=192&page=1&tbnh=98&tbnw=173&start=0&ndsp=19&ved=1t:429,r:15,s:0
http://www.google.com/imgres?q=pH+ocean+map&hl=en&client=safari&sa=X&rls=en&biw=1263&bih=576&tbs=isz:l&tbm=isch&prmd=ivns&tbnid=dt4MeAg42baqKM:&imgrefurl=http://www.realfuture.org/wordpress/%253Fp%253D594&docid=k6QLATAc80xa9M&w=1824&h=1032&ei=QVQ2Ts_XLOH9sQK63PnsCg&zoom=1&iact=hc&vpx=514&vpy=295&dur=13358&hovh=169&hovw=299&tx=65&ty=192&page=1&tbnh=98&tbnw=173&start=0&ndsp=19&ved=1t:429,r:15,s:0
http://www.google.com/imgres?q=pH+ocean+map&hl=en&client=safari&sa=X&rls=en&biw=1263&bih=576&tbs=isz:l&tbm=isch&prmd=ivns&tbnid=dt4MeAg42baqKM:&imgrefurl=http://www.realfuture.org/wordpress/%253Fp%253D594&docid=k6QLATAc80xa9M&w=1824&h=1032&ei=QVQ2Ts_XLOH9sQK63PnsCg&zoom=1&iact=hc&vpx=514&vpy=295&dur=13358&hovh=169&hovw=299&tx=65&ty=192&page=1&tbnh=98&tbnw=173&start=0&ndsp=19&ved=1t:429,r:15,s:0
http://www.google.com/imgres?q=pH+ocean+map&hl=en&client=safari&sa=X&rls=en&biw=1263&bih=576&tbs=isz:l&tbm=isch&prmd=ivns&tbnid=dt4MeAg42baqKM:&imgrefurl=http://www.realfuture.org/wordpress/%253Fp%253D594&docid=k6QLATAc80xa9M&w=1824&h=1032&ei=QVQ2Ts_XLOH9sQK63PnsCg&zoom=1&iact=hc&vpx=514&vpy=295&dur=13358&hovh=169&hovw=299&tx=65&ty=192&page=1&tbnh=98&tbnw=173&start=0&ndsp=19&ved=1t:429,r:15,s:0
http://www.google.com/imgres?q=pH+ocean+map&hl=en&client=safari&sa=X&rls=en&biw=1263&bih=576&tbs=isz:l&tbm=isch&prmd=ivns&tbnid=dt4MeAg42baqKM:&imgrefurl=http://www.realfuture.org/wordpress/%253Fp%253D594&docid=k6QLATAc80xa9M&w=1824&h=1032&ei=QVQ2Ts_XLOH9sQK63PnsCg&zoom=1&iact=hc&vpx=514&vpy=295&dur=13358&hovh=169&hovw=299&tx=65&ty=192&page=1&tbnh=98&tbnw=173&start=0&ndsp=19&ved=1t:429,r:15,s:0
http://disc.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/oceancolor/additional/science-focus/locus/tutorials/tutorial_8.shtml
http://disc.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/oceancolor/additional/science-focus/locus/tutorials/tutorial_8.shtml


http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:WOA05_GLODAP_del_pH_AYool.png

Baltic pH

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:WOA05_GLODAP_del_pH_AYool.png
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:WOA05_GLODAP_del_pH_AYool.png
http://www.oceanclimate.se/research_baltic_sea_acid-base_balance.htm
http://www.oceanclimate.se/research_baltic_sea_acid-base_balance.htm


http://economicobjectorvism.files.wordpress.com/2008/01/
eutrophication-map-wri.jpg

Game Changer: 
Eutrophic and Hypoxic Spaces

Volumetric

http://economicobjectorvism.files.wordpress.com/2008/01/eutrophication-map-wri.jpg
http://economicobjectorvism.files.wordpress.com/2008/01/eutrophication-map-wri.jpg
http://economicobjectorvism.files.wordpress.com/2008/01/eutrophication-map-wri.jpg
http://economicobjectorvism.files.wordpress.com/2008/01/eutrophication-map-wri.jpg
http://oceanservice.noaa.gov/outreach/pdfs/coastalhypoxia.pdf
http://oceanservice.noaa.gov/outreach/pdfs/coastalhypoxia.pdf
http://books.google.com/books?hl=en&lr=&id=OLE-4j3tHi0C&oi=fnd&pg=PA473&dq=volumetric+space+++thinking++human+ability&ots=vPNj385v56&sig=C0dVK5injmgGFnTurOF_Bmg-8rs%23v=onepage&q&f=false
http://books.google.com/books?hl=en&lr=&id=OLE-4j3tHi0C&oi=fnd&pg=PA473&dq=volumetric+space+++thinking++human+ability&ots=vPNj385v56&sig=C0dVK5injmgGFnTurOF_Bmg-8rs%23v=onepage&q&f=false


Text

Cubic meters of oil in the spill?  On July 15, 2010, 
the leak was stopped by capping the gushing wellhead, after it had released about 

4.9 million barrels (780,000 m3) of crude oil.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deepwater_Horizon_oil_spill

http://www.ehow.com/info_8682503_many-barrels-oil-cubic-meter.html
http://www.ehow.com/info_8682503_many-barrels-oil-cubic-meter.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wellhead
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wellhead
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deepwater_Horizon_oil_spill
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deepwater_Horizon_oil_spill
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crude_oil
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crude_oil
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deepwater_Horizon_oil_spill
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deepwater_Horizon_oil_spill


http://
climateaudit.files.wo

rdpress.com/
2009/04/

dsc04163.jpg

Thailand:
Cave shows

changes due to 
global climate 

change.

http://climateaudit.files.wordpress.com/2009/04/dsc04106.jpg

Game Changers:
Caves warm globally-

http://climateaudit.files.wordpress.com/2009/04/dsc04163.jpg
http://climateaudit.files.wordpress.com/2009/04/dsc04163.jpg
http://climateaudit.files.wordpress.com/2009/04/dsc04163.jpg
http://climateaudit.files.wordpress.com/2009/04/dsc04163.jpg
http://climateaudit.files.wordpress.com/2009/04/dsc04163.jpg
http://climateaudit.files.wordpress.com/2009/04/dsc04163.jpg
http://climateaudit.files.wordpress.com/2009/04/dsc04163.jpg
http://climateaudit.files.wordpress.com/2009/04/dsc04163.jpg
http://climateaudit.files.wordpress.com/2009/04/dsc04163.jpg
http://climateaudit.files.wordpress.com/2009/04/dsc04163.jpg
http://climateaudit.files.wordpress.com/2009/04/dsc04106.jpg
http://climateaudit.files.wordpress.com/2009/04/dsc04106.jpg


Small Island Developing 
States : SIDS Geocoded Spatial Transparent 

Metric  GSTM =10km3x2
Measure 1m3 within
Rectangular Volume

http://www.jnu.ac.in/Faculty/alramanathan/DSC00440.JPG

http://www.globaloceans.org/sites/udel.edu.globaloceans/files/Rio20assessments-DRAFT.pdf
http://www.globaloceans.org/sites/udel.edu.globaloceans/files/Rio20assessments-DRAFT.pdf
http://www.jnu.ac.in/Faculty/alramanathan/DSC00440.JPG
http://www.jnu.ac.in/Faculty/alramanathan/DSC00440.JPG


Bik
Bikini 
Atoll

http://images.nationalgeographic.com/wpf/media-live/photos/000/080/cache/atom-bomb-bikini-atoll_8003_990x742.jpg

Game Changers:

10km3x2

http://images.nationalgeographic.com/wpf/media-live/photos/000/080/cache/atom-bomb-bikini-atoll_8003_990x742.jpg
http://images.nationalgeographic.com/wpf/media-live/photos/000/080/cache/atom-bomb-bikini-atoll_8003_990x742.jpg


Locations below sea level-----10km3x2



Dark Metadata

“Reseeing” the local GSTM:
Ten kilometers cube stacked.

The Geocoded Spatial Transparent Metric

10km3x2



http://www.worldinfo.org/wp-content/uploads/docs/wer/english/
2011_Spring_Vol_XXIII_No_1.pdf    see Page 10

The Geocoded1 10 Kilometer
CubeStacked:  A Tool for
Making the Global, Local
The Geocoded Spatial Transparent Metric ( GSTM) takes in a volume of 
space above and below our feet.. This proposal suggests an educational 
metric tool for schools.	
 This geocoded cube stacked would reflect our 
local reality, including its unique geography, ecosystem and neighbor- 
hood relationships.
We could set goals for indicators to be measured, at a small scale, like 
one meter cubed. Then, through the GSTM program we could enter data 
about our unique locality and our progress towards local sustainability. 
By becoming familiar with our own neighborhood, we would get better 
at understanding what is happening on a global scale and seeing how we 
are all interconnected. This would help us connect the data dots 
(1m3:10km3x2) and make better choices in health and the environment. 
By understanding our local environment, we will get a better at 
understanding the global ramifications of our behavior at home.

http://www.worldinfo.org/wp-content/uploads/docs/wer/english/2011_Spring_Vol_XXIII_No_1.pdf
http://www.worldinfo.org/wp-content/uploads/docs/wer/english/2011_Spring_Vol_XXIII_No_1.pdf
http://www.worldinfo.org/wp-content/uploads/docs/wer/english/2011_Spring_Vol_XXIII_No_1.pdf
http://www.worldinfo.org/wp-content/uploads/docs/wer/english/2011_Spring_Vol_XXIII_No_1.pdf


HUMANITIES 2.0

Digital Maps Are Giving Scholars the 
Historical Lay of the Land
By PATRICIA COHEN
Published: July 26, 2011

Few battles in history have been more scrutinized 
than Gettysburg’s three blood-soaked days in July 
1863, the turning point in the Civil War. Still, there 
were questions that all the diaries, official reports and 
correspondence couldn’t answer precisely. What, for 
example, could Gen. Robert E. Lee actually see when 
he issued a series of fateful orders that turned the tide 
against the Confederate Army nearly 150 years ago?

Enlarge This Image

Jason P. Smith for The New York Times

http://www.nytimes.com/2011/07/27/arts/geographic-information-
systems-help-scholars-see-history.html

http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/c/patricia_cohen/index.html?inline=nyt-per
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/c/patricia_cohen/index.html?inline=nyt-per
http://topics.nytimes.com/topics/reference/timestopics/subjects/c/civil_war_us_/index.html?inline=nyt-classifier
http://topics.nytimes.com/topics/reference/timestopics/subjects/c/civil_war_us_/index.html?inline=nyt-classifier
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/07/27/arts/geographic-information-systems-help-scholars-see-history.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/07/27/arts/geographic-information-systems-help-scholars-see-history.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/07/27/arts/geographic-information-systems-help-scholars-see-history.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/07/27/arts/geographic-information-systems-help-scholars-see-history.html


Neural biology and spatial thinking are 
related.  Humans can compare and measure.  

We map and use our hippocampus to 
remember and navigate our world. 

GSTM can facilitate this human ability.

Relationship: digital web based 
information and neural 

networks and ecology by 
extension.

ESRI and 
GSTM global: 

geography  
ecological  

networks are  
scaleable.

http://web.me.com/tamraraven/TamraRaven/Pitch_GSTM_to_ESRI_files/Pitch%2520GSTM%2520to%2520ESRI.pdf
http://web.me.com/tamraraven/TamraRaven/Pitch_GSTM_to_ESRI_files/Pitch%2520GSTM%2520to%2520ESRI.pdf


“The capacity to imagine being somewhere else and 
seeing the environment from a different point of view is 
crucial for spatial planning in daily life and for 
understanding the intentions, actions, and state of mind 
of other people.”http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/content/early/2011/05/30/cercor.bhr101.abstract

Neil Burgess:  “Some recent behavioral, neuropsychological, and functional neuroimaging experiments are 
reviewed, in which virtual reality (VR) is used to allow controlled study of navigation and 
memory for events set within a rich large-scale spatial context.
These studies provide convergent evidence that the human hippocampus is involved in both tasks, 
with some lateralization of function (navigation on the right and episodic memory on the left). A further 
experiment indicates hippocampal involvement in retrieval of spatial information from a shifted viewpoint.”      
   “I believe that the natural level for a mechanistic understanding of behavior is the level of neurons. 
Accordingly, as someone interested in memory, I aim to gain an appreciation of how the actions of single 
neurons can result in this most important cognitive function. The possible complexity of the action of 
networks of neurons and their consequences for behavior means that computational modeling has a 
central importance in helping to integrate information gained from experiments at the various levels of 
cells, systems, and behavior. The term “memory” has been used to describe a wide range of 
phenomena; here I consider something closely related to its meaning in everyday usage: our enduring 
memory for personally experienced events, known to psychologists as “episodic” memory (Tulving, 1983).  
The many and varied operational definitions of episodic memory tend to agree that it is crucial 
for tasks demanding the recollection of information tied to a particular spatio-temporal 
context (i.e., the details of an event).  Where the stored information is divorced from a particular spatio-
temporal context (semantic memory), or where context is not required (as in simple recognition), episodic 
memory need not be involved (see, e.g., Gardiner & Java, 1990; Knowlton & Squire, 1995). 
Note that all three processes 
(familiarity-based recognition, semantic memory, and episodic memory) 
are included in the definition of declarative or explicit memory 
(e.g., Squire & Zola-Morgan, 1991). ”   http://www.icn.ucl.ac.uk/nburgess/papers/qjep02.pdf  

Hippocampus

http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/content/early/2011/05/30/cercor.bhr101.abstract
http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/content/early/2011/05/30/cercor.bhr101.abstract
http://www.icn.ucl.ac.uk/nburgess/papers/qjep02.pdf
http://www.icn.ucl.ac.uk/nburgess/papers/qjep02.pdf
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/cdb/research/okeefe/research
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/cdb/research/okeefe/research


http://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/coloured-handbook-to-kindergarten-geography-etc-george-t-lodge/1029760152

http://blog.funeducation.com/blog/news-and-information/self-regulation-may-improve-childrens-math-literacy-abilities

Humans are mappers...let us 
improve early childhood education 
with the use of the Geocoded 
Spatial Transparent Metric.
Virtual Reality (VR) and beginning 
with actual and authenticated 
mapping the way to school, the 
roots of a favorite tree, and the air 
above the school door within their 
local GSTM.Children...thus 
placing emphasis on “their self-
regulation skills, which includes 
the ability to pay attention, follow 
instructions and remember what 
they are told.”

“Topographical Memory and the Hippocampus: 
Activation of the right hippocampus correlates with 

accuracy of navigation in the virtual reality (VR) town.” 
http://www.icn.ucl.ac.uk/nburgess/papers/Burgess02.pdf

educate girls globally 
and use technology like GSTM

http://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/coloured-handbook-to-kindergarten-geography-etc-george-t-lodge/1029760152
http://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/coloured-handbook-to-kindergarten-geography-etc-george-t-lodge/1029760152
http://blog.funeducation.com/blog/news-and-information/self-regulation-may-improve-childrens-math-literacy-abilities
http://blog.funeducation.com/blog/news-and-information/self-regulation-may-improve-childrens-math-literacy-abilities
http://blog.funeducation.com/blog/news-and-information/self-regulation-may-improve-childrens-math-literacy-abilities
http://blog.funeducation.com/blog/news-and-information/self-regulation-may-improve-childrens-math-literacy-abilities
http://blog.funeducation.com/blog/news-and-information/self-regulation-may-improve-childrens-math-literacy-abilities
http://blog.funeducation.com/blog/news-and-information/self-regulation-may-improve-childrens-math-literacy-abilities
http://www.icn.ucl.ac.uk/nburgess/papers/Burgess02.pdf
http://www.icn.ucl.ac.uk/nburgess/papers/Burgess02.pdf
http://web.me.com/tamraraven/TamraRaven/International_Council_of_Women/Entries/2011/9/2_Human_Trafficking_Container_Scale_10km3x2_GSTM_x,y,z,t_files/Human%2520Trafficking%2520%2520%2520Container%2520Scale%252010km3x2%2520GSTM%2520x,y,z,t.pdf
http://web.me.com/tamraraven/TamraRaven/International_Council_of_Women/Entries/2011/9/2_Human_Trafficking_Container_Scale_10km3x2_GSTM_x,y,z,t_files/Human%2520Trafficking%2520%2520%2520Container%2520Scale%252010km3x2%2520GSTM%2520x,y,z,t.pdf


Published  GSTM:
http://www.worldinfo.org/wp-content/uploads/docs/wer/english/

2011_Spring_Vol_XXIII_No_1.pdf    see Page 10

The Geocoded1 10 Kilometer CubeStacked: 
A Tool for Making the Global, Local
GSTM using map coordinates [10km3 x 2 (x, y, z, t)] can monitor such 
things as global carbon in soil, air, land, sea and biodiversity.
Think Global: GSTM is a rapid risk assessment tool, particularly, as it has 
valuable application in the verification of local biodiversity (CBD) 
integrated into any future climate change treaty (UNFCCC). This might 
reveal interesting patterns upon which to take immediate local action 
regard- ing the health of our children. It is hoped that we might be able to 
“learn to see” spatially at the learned scale of the ten kilometer cubed 
stacked. GSTM ten kilometers cube stacked is a scale we might be able to 
grasp to positively impact our own health and local ecosystem biodiversity. 
By Tamra Raven, web.mac.com/tamraraven References: 1) Quirk, Nancy. (March 24, 2002) 
Thinking Globally, Acting Locally: A Service Learning Approach to Teaching and Learning ‘Global 
Environmental Politics’. 2) National Academy of Sciences, Committee on the Support for the 
Thinking Spatially: The Incorporation of Geographic Information Science Across the K-12 
Curriculum, Committee on Geography, National Research Council. (2006). 3) ESRG (Eastern 
Research Group). (January 22, 2010). Marine Spatial Planning Stakeholder Analysis. NOAA Coastal 
Service Center. Charleston, SC. 4) ESRI. (2008). GIS for K-12 Education. What is it Like Around My 
Community, My Country, My World? Corporate Office, Redlands, CA. Retrieved from ESRI K-12 
GIS Suppport (Geospatial Entity Object Code) is a standardized all-natural number representation 
format specification for geospatial coordinate measurements that provide details of the exact location 
of geo-spatial point at, below, or above the surface of the earth at a specified moment of time.

http://www.worldinfo.org/wp-content/uploads/docs/wer/english/2011_Spring_Vol_XXIII_No_1.pdf
http://www.worldinfo.org/wp-content/uploads/docs/wer/english/2011_Spring_Vol_XXIII_No_1.pdf
http://www.worldinfo.org/wp-content/uploads/docs/wer/english/2011_Spring_Vol_XXIII_No_1.pdf
http://www.worldinfo.org/wp-content/uploads/docs/wer/english/2011_Spring_Vol_XXIII_No_1.pdf
http://web.mac.com/tamraraven
http://web.mac.com/tamraraven
http://www.esri.com/library/brochures/pdfs/k12broch.pdf
http://www.esri.com/library/brochures/pdfs/k12broch.pdf
http://www.esri.com/library/brochures/pdfs/k12broch.pdf
http://www.esri.com/library/brochures/pdfs/k12broch.pdf


http://www.worldinfo.org/wp-content/uploads/docs/wer/english/
2011_Spring_Vol_XXIII_No_1.pdf

Kindergarten maps water and land using GSTM 
locally.

http://www.worldinfo.org/wp-content/uploads/docs/wer/english/2011_Spring_Vol_XXIII_No_1.pdf
http://www.worldinfo.org/wp-content/uploads/docs/wer/english/2011_Spring_Vol_XXIII_No_1.pdf
http://www.worldinfo.org/wp-content/uploads/docs/wer/english/2011_Spring_Vol_XXIII_No_1.pdf
http://www.worldinfo.org/wp-content/uploads/docs/wer/english/2011_Spring_Vol_XXIII_No_1.pdf


http://www.mytripguru.com/Activities/194_tibet_(8).jpg

Mount Everest, 8848m (29029ft)

http://www.nytimes.com/
http://www.nytimes.com/


Mangrove and 
Coral and Sea Grass

Thinking spatially at
one meter cube within

Geocoded Spatial Transparent 
Metric

http://blogs.panda.org/coral_triangle/files/2010/03/
D3X6973.jpg

Global Mapping

http://blogs.panda.org/coral_triangle/files/2010/03/D3X6973.jpg
http://blogs.panda.org/coral_triangle/files/2010/03/D3X6973.jpg
http://blogs.panda.org/coral_triangle/files/2010/03/D3X6973.jpg
http://blogs.panda.org/coral_triangle/files/2010/03/D3X6973.jpg


http://www.mikelevin.com/
DeathValleyCactusLanscape800.jpg

GSTM=1m3:10km3x2 
global map plants 

globally.
Geocoded Spatial 

Transparent Metric as 
verification tool for 

Convention on 
Biological Diversity 
and global carbon in 
soil, air, water, and 

biodiversity 
verification under 
UNFCCC/Kyoto.

http://www.mikelevin.com/DeathValleyCactusLanscape800.jpg
http://www.mikelevin.com/DeathValleyCactusLanscape800.jpg
http://www.mikelevin.com/DeathValleyCactusLanscape800.jpg
http://www.mikelevin.com/DeathValleyCactusLanscape800.jpg


Humans,  are visual, social, verbal, small group size mammals. We seek predictable proximity.
Ecoplay: is Earth awareness education or survival behavior.  We humans forget history.  We do not do future 

planning well.  We deny information in front of our face.  Can the Geocoded Spatial Transparent Metric 
help us increase our alertness to potential threats to our health and well being?

Affect (verb) To influence something without causing it to happen.

 Effect (noun) Is the result that was accomplished or to directly cause something.

http://web.me.com/tamraraven/TamraRaven/Seeing_the_Local.html
http://web.me.com/tamraraven/TamraRaven/Seeing_the_Local.html


http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_eiovkCtwjso/TPHWk_3Y94I/AAAAAAAAA8g/x12Cd738S7w/s1600/jet+stream.jpg

 

30 000 feet = 9144 meters

10 kilometers = 32 808.399 feet

Discovery of jet stream after eruption of Krakatoa...1883:  
there is lots humans do not understand about

the Earth, or climate, or biodiversity extinction...

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_eiovkCtwjso/TPHWk_3Y94I/AAAAAAAAA8g/x12Cd738S7w/s1600/jet+stream.jpg
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_eiovkCtwjso/TPHWk_3Y94I/AAAAAAAAA8g/x12Cd738S7w/s1600/jet+stream.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jet_stream%23Discovery
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jet_stream%23Discovery


 GSTM PM2.5  
PM2.5 is an airborne particulate size. 

 GSTM mapping can be used in early warning 
mapping systems, perhaps GSTM and GOOGLE 

together to indicate pollution alerts.  Disease 
clusters can be mapped globally using GSTM as 

well as the local GSTM scale of 10km3x2
 to map local children and adult human health.
New disease, genetic, environment relationships 

can be mapped: Cancer and Cardiovascular Disease 
Mortality

 Associated with Ambient Air Pollution and Cigarette Smoke: 

Shape of the Exposure–Response Relationships.  

http://www.niehs.nih.gov/research/supported/sep/2006/pmcardio/
http://www.niehs.nih.gov/research/supported/sep/2006/pmcardio/
http://web.me.com/tamraraven/TamraRaven/Published_Geocoded_Spatial_Transparent_Metric_files/GSTM%2520WER%2520SPRING%25202011.pdf
http://web.me.com/tamraraven/TamraRaven/Published_Geocoded_Spatial_Transparent_Metric_files/GSTM%2520WER%2520SPRING%25202011.pdf
http://web.me.com/tamraraven/TamraRaven/Google_GSTM_Pitch_files/Google%2520GSTM.pdf
http://web.me.com/tamraraven/TamraRaven/Google_GSTM_Pitch_files/Google%2520GSTM.pdf
http://ehp03.niehs.nih.gov/static/pdf/EHP_Child_Collection2011.pdf
http://ehp03.niehs.nih.gov/static/pdf/EHP_Child_Collection2011.pdf
http://Lung%20Cancer%20and%20Cardiovascular%20Disease%20Mortality%0D%20Associated%20with%20Ambient%20Air%20Pollution%20and%20Cigarette%20Smoke:%20%0DShape%20of%20the%20Exposure%E2%80%93Response%20Relationships.%20%20
http://Lung%20Cancer%20and%20Cardiovascular%20Disease%20Mortality%0D%20Associated%20with%20Ambient%20Air%20Pollution%20and%20Cigarette%20Smoke:%20%0DShape%20of%20the%20Exposure%E2%80%93Response%20Relationships.%20%20
http://Lung%20Cancer%20and%20Cardiovascular%20Disease%20Mortality%0D%20Associated%20with%20Ambient%20Air%20Pollution%20and%20Cigarette%20Smoke:%20%0DShape%20of%20the%20Exposure%E2%80%93Response%20Relationships.%20%20
http://Lung%20Cancer%20and%20Cardiovascular%20Disease%20Mortality%0D%20Associated%20with%20Ambient%20Air%20Pollution%20and%20Cigarette%20Smoke:%20%0DShape%20of%20the%20Exposure%E2%80%93Response%20Relationships.%20%20
http://Lung%20Cancer%20and%20Cardiovascular%20Disease%20Mortality%0D%20Associated%20with%20Ambient%20Air%20Pollution%20and%20Cigarette%20Smoke:%20%0DShape%20of%20the%20Exposure%E2%80%93Response%20Relationships.%20%20
http://Lung%20Cancer%20and%20Cardiovascular%20Disease%20Mortality%0D%20Associated%20with%20Ambient%20Air%20Pollution%20and%20Cigarette%20Smoke:%20%0DShape%20of%20the%20Exposure%E2%80%93Response%20Relationships.%20%20
http://scholar.google.com/scholar?q=evidence+based+medicine++exposure-response++difficulty&hl=en&as_sdt=0&as_vis=1&oi=scholart
http://scholar.google.com/scholar?q=evidence+based+medicine++exposure-response++difficulty&hl=en&as_sdt=0&as_vis=1&oi=scholart


Persistent Organic Pollutants Treaty 
1m3:10km3x2=GSTM:stacked cubes.

Phthalates

http://chm.pops.int/Implementation/NewPOPs/ThenewPOPs/tabid/672/Default.aspx
http://chm.pops.int/Implementation/NewPOPs/ThenewPOPs/tabid/672/Default.aspx
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Endocrine_disruptor
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Endocrine_disruptor


GSTM helps visualize the depths of the sea spatially.  
http://clasticdetritus.files.wordpress.com/2008/09/sfs302.jpg

http://clasticdetritus.files.wordpress.com/2008/09/sfs302.jpg
http://clasticdetritus.files.wordpress.com/2008/09/sfs302.jpg


GSTM map deep sea crust and biodiversity under 
the Convention on Biodiversity and 

Law of the Sea or UNCLOS. 
http://www.tos.org/oceanography/issues/issue_archive/issue_pdfs/9_1/9.1_kraniotis_griffis.pdf 

http://www.csulb.edu/~rodrigue/geog140/worldcrustalage.gif

http://heinonline.org/HOL/LandingPage?collection=journals&handle=hein.journals/gintenlr13&div=22&id=&page=
http://heinonline.org/HOL/LandingPage?collection=journals&handle=hein.journals/gintenlr13&div=22&id=&page=
http://www.cbd.int/marine/seabed.shtml
http://www.cbd.int/marine/seabed.shtml
http://www.tos.org/oceanography/issues/issue_archive/issue_pdfs/9_1/9.1_kraniotis_griffis.pdfhttp://www.tos.org/oceanography/issues/issue_archive/issue_pdfs/9_1/9.1_kraniotis_griffis.pdf
http://www.tos.org/oceanography/issues/issue_archive/issue_pdfs/9_1/9.1_kraniotis_griffis.pdfhttp://www.tos.org/oceanography/issues/issue_archive/issue_pdfs/9_1/9.1_kraniotis_griffis.pdf
http://www.tos.org/oceanography/issues/issue_archive/issue_pdfs/9_1/9.1_kraniotis_griffis.pdf
http://www.tos.org/oceanography/issues/issue_archive/issue_pdfs/9_1/9.1_kraniotis_griffis.pdf
http://www.csulb.edu/~rodrigue/geog140/worldcrustalage.gif
http://www.csulb.edu/~rodrigue/geog140/worldcrustalage.gif
http://www.csulb.edu/~rodrigue/geog140/worldcrustalage.gif
http://www.csulb.edu/~rodrigue/geog140/worldcrustalage.gif


GSTM map cities to save our Earth
 and use 

GSTM as a carbon verification tool for the CBD 
GSTM map local plants by school children.

Convention on Biodiversity: 
Global Strategy for Plant Conservation 2011-2020 

and CCD Convention to Combat Desertification 
C40 Large Cities and Climate Leadership Group and the Clinton Carbon Positive Program

http://c40citieslive.squarespace.com/storage/CCI%2520C40%2520merger%2520announcement%2520press%2520release%2520April%252014%25202011.pdf
http://c40citieslive.squarespace.com/storage/CCI%2520C40%2520merger%2520announcement%2520press%2520release%2520April%252014%25202011.pdf
http://www.unep.org/pdf/carbon_biodiversity.pdf
http://www.unep.org/pdf/carbon_biodiversity.pdf
http://www.cbd.int/gspc/intro.shtml
http://www.cbd.int/gspc/intro.shtml
http://c40citieslive.squarespace.com/storage/CCI%2520C40%2520merger%2520announcement%2520press%2520release%2520April%252014%25202011.pdf
http://c40citieslive.squarespace.com/storage/CCI%2520C40%2520merger%2520announcement%2520press%2520release%2520April%252014%25202011.pdf


GSTM Map Cities to map 
global carbon and food. 

“UN-HABITAT's Sustainable Cities Program and 
a project known as Localizing Agenda 21, help 
cities get the most out of their vital role in 
social and economic development by 
promoting better environmental policies and 
programs, aimed at reducing pollution, and 
improving urban environmental management.”

Localizing Agenda 21 can be done by using 
GSTM to map food, carbon in the soil, air, 
biodiversity.

http://c40citieslive.squarespace.com/storage/
CCI%20C40%20merger%20announcement
%20press%20release%20April
%2014%202011.pdf

http://c40citieslive.squarespace.com/storage/CCI%20C40%20merger%20announcement%20press%20release%20April%2014%202011.pdf
http://c40citieslive.squarespace.com/storage/CCI%20C40%20merger%20announcement%20press%20release%20April%2014%202011.pdf
http://c40citieslive.squarespace.com/storage/CCI%20C40%20merger%20announcement%20press%20release%20April%2014%202011.pdf
http://c40citieslive.squarespace.com/storage/CCI%20C40%20merger%20announcement%20press%20release%20April%2014%202011.pdf
http://c40citieslive.squarespace.com/storage/CCI%20C40%20merger%20announcement%20press%20release%20April%2014%202011.pdf
http://c40citieslive.squarespace.com/storage/CCI%20C40%20merger%20announcement%20press%20release%20April%2014%202011.pdf
http://c40citieslive.squarespace.com/storage/CCI%20C40%20merger%20announcement%20press%20release%20April%2014%202011.pdf
http://c40citieslive.squarespace.com/storage/CCI%20C40%20merger%20announcement%20press%20release%20April%2014%202011.pdf


GSTM map food to feed ten billion 
people, working to freeze the footprint of 
food.   ”The single largest human impact on our finite planet comes 

from producing food. By 2050, there will be 2 billion to 3 billion more people 
on Earth with three times more per capita income, consuming twice as much 
as now. About 70% will live in cities — more than are alive today. By 2050, 
we may need three Earths to meet the demands of our consumption. We 
urgently need to find ways to do more with less. ... Groups such as the 
Global Harvest Initiative (http://www.globalharvestinitiative.org) and the 

Sustainable Agriculture Initiative (http://www.saiplatform.org) are working to 
freeze the footprint of food.

It is a daunting challenge. An estimated 70% of the land that is suitable for 
growing food is already in use or under some form of protection.”  Read on 
‘food’ article suggests eight wedges to aid in freezing the food footprint: 
genetics, better practices, efficiency through technology, degraded land 
ecological restoration, property rights and small landholders, waste, 
consumption, carbon thus map soil carbon 1m3:10km3x2 : “Soil carbon — or 
organic matter — is key to conserving farmland for future generations. 
Indeed, the single best measure of rehabilitated soil is increasing organic 
matter from less than 0.5% to 2% or more. However, half of the world's top 
soil, in which most soil carbon resides, has been lost in the past 150 years.” 
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v475/n7356/full/475287a.html

http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v475/n7356/full/475287a.html
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v475/n7356/full/475287a.html
http://www.globalharvestinitiative.org/
http://www.globalharvestinitiative.org/
http://www.saiplatform.org/
http://www.saiplatform.org/
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v475/n7356/full/475287a.html
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v475/n7356/full/475287a.html


Carbon footprint in urban greening
The team, led by Zoe Davies at the University 
of Kent in Canterbury, UK, recommends 
improved monitoring and management of 
urban vegetation to maximize its contribution 
to mitigating greenhouse-gas emissions.

http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v475/n7356/full/475268a.html
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v475/n7356/full/475268a.html


GSTM K12 narrative about the 
journey of the self at geocoded 
spatial transparent metric scale,  
a unique history and geography.

GSTM can facilitate virtual and visual 
memory and the ethical debate can be 
held transparently about what can be 

seen in metadata sets or remembered as 
it is seen through an “older GSTM” 

shot....



GSTM map plant cover and soil at 1m3 within 
10km3x2  “Drylands cover about 40% of the Earth’s land surface, 
excluding Antarctica and Greenland, and are home to more than two billion 
people (WRI 2002). They are susceptible to desertification, land degradation 
and drought (DLDD) and their populations, agriculture and ecosystems are 
vulnerable to climate change and variability. The United Nations Convention 
to Combat Desertification (UNCCD), one of the three ‘Rio’ conventions born 
out of the 1992 United Nations Conference on Environment and 
Development (UNCED), aims to address these issues and emphasizes action 
to promote sustainable development at the community level.
The other Rio conventions are the United Nations Framework Convention on 
Climate Change (UNFCCC) and the Convention on Biological Diversity 
(CBD). The areas of interest of the three Conventions are closely linked and 
each has accepted the need to work in concert. One area of joint interest is 
that of the uptake of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere by plants and its 
storage in ecosystems. It is perhaps the only practicable way of removing 
carbon dioxide from the atmosphere in the short term and therefore one of the 
few options for addressing its existing carbon load, as distinct to slowing 
future loading by reducing current and future emissions. Most attention so far 
has focussed on carbon sequestration by tropical forests. More recently, some 
have argued for a more holistic approach to terrestrial carbon (The Terrestrial 
Carbon Group, 2008).” 

http://www.unep-wcmc.org/medialibrary/2010/09/24/1949c768/Carbon%2520in%2520drylands.pdf
http://www.unep-wcmc.org/medialibrary/2010/09/24/1949c768/Carbon%2520in%2520drylands.pdf
http://www.unep-wcmc.org/medialibrary/2010/09/24/1949c768/Carbon%2520in%2520drylands.pdf
http://www.unep-wcmc.org/medialibrary/2010/09/24/1949c768/Carbon%2520in%2520drylands.pdf
http://www.unep-wcmc.org/medialibrary/2010/09/24/1949c768/Carbon%2520in%2520drylands.pdf
http://www.unep-wcmc.org/medialibrary/2010/09/24/1949c768/Carbon%2520in%2520drylands.pdf


If efforts are made at all levels to fully implement this updated 
CBD Global Plant Strategy: 
• societies around the world will be able to continue to rely 

upon plants for ecosystem goods and services, including 
food, medicines, clean water, climate amelioration, rich, 
productive landscapes, energy sources, and a healthy 
atmosphere;

• humanity will secure the ability to fully utilize the potential 
of plants to mitigate and adapt to climate change 
recognizing the role of plant diversity in maintaining the 
resilience of ecosystems;

• the risk of plant extinctions because of human activities will 
be greatly diminished, and the genetic diversity of plants 
safeguarded;

• the rich evolutionary legacy of plant diversity will be used 
sustainably and benefits arising are shared equitably to 
solve pressing problems, support livelihoods and improve 
human well-being;

• the knowledge, innovations and practices of indigenous 
and local human communities that depend on plant 
diversity will be recognized, respected, preserved and 
maintained; and

• people everywhere will be aware of the urgency of plant 
conservation and will understand that plants support their 
lives and that everyone has a role to play in plant 
conservation.” http://www.cbd.int/gspc/intro.shtml
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Need for global seamless and transparent metric to monitor plants 
and global carbon, the Geocoded Spatial Transparent Metric is 
suggested for adoption in Rio20-June 2012.  Utility of GSTM:

 CBD “...Invites the World Conservation Monitoring Center of the United Nations Environment Program 
to support the Executive Secretary in monitoring implementation of the Strategy, working in 
collaboration with the Global Partnership for Plant Conservation;  6. Encourages Parties to nominate 
focal points for the Strategy, or designate from among existing focal points, in order to:
   (a) Promote and facilitate implementation and monitoring of the Strategy at national level, including 
the identification of national targets and their integration in national biodiversity strategies and action 
plans and sectoral and cross-sectoral plans program and activities;
    (b) Promote the participation of national stakeholders in the implementation and monitoring of the 
Strategy at national level; and
    (c) Facilitate communication between national stakeholders and the Secretariat and Global 
Partnership for Plant Conservation;.....8. In particular, the following targets should be integrated:
(a)  Target 1 into the Global Taxonomy Initiative;
(b)  Targets 4 and 5, 7 and 8 into the program of work on protected areas;
(c)  Target 10 into work on invasive alien species;
(d)  Targets 11, 12 and 13 in the work on sustainable use     www.cbd.int
(e)  Targets 9 and 13 into work on Article 8(j) and related provisions;
(f)  Target 14 into the program for communication, education and public awareness; and
(g)  Targets 6, 9 and 12 into the thematic program for agricultural biodiversity and forest biodiversity...” 
http://www.cbd.int/decision/cop/?id=7747  
Global Carbon Verification Tool: Geocoded Spatial Transparent Metric  
GSTM  10km3x2:1m3 
One meter cubed graticule scale for plants and soil carbon. 
COP 7 Decision VII/10: Global Strategy for Plant Conservation
http://www.bgci.org/index.php?option=com_news&id=0772&print=1 
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Outlier or anomaly in early warning ---- in our human 
thinking type--- verbal, word making sounds and 

narrative content make paths and words play at naming 
the game.  Yet sometimes we do not see the ‘gorilla in the 

room’.  Can the individual help see the unexpected? 
Geocoded Spatial Transparent Metric scale of ten 

kilometer cube stacked might allow us to “resee” our 
local neighborhood.  Using GSTM we might make sense 

of climate change, metadata, in particular, local dark 
metadata:  things we like to deny, forget, or are incapable 

of thinking about.

The Geocoded Spatial Transparent Metric - GSTM - at ten 
kilometers stacked cube scale can increase our 

understanding of scale issues.
GSTM Game Changer: scalable emergent network, 
Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR). 

10km3x2:1m3

http://www.nap.edu/openbook.php?record_id=11019&page=237

NAS 2006

http://www-users.cs.umn.edu/~jkang/npapers/ICDM08.pdf
http://www-users.cs.umn.edu/~jkang/npapers/ICDM08.pdf
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Homo sapiens visual, social, verbal, small group, 
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 Homo sapiens visual, social, verbal,small group, 
predictable proximity times: ecoplay: survivor 
behavior.  We forget history.  Do not do future 
planning.  Deny well.  Homo sapiens visual, 

social, verbal, small group, predictable proximity 
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history.  Do not do future planning.  Deny well.  

GSTM 
POEM

Ha, ha, ha.....




